1 INTRODUCTION

This service guide describes Intrado’s Emergency Data Broker service ("Service"), which enables Intrado’s authorized data partner customers (each, a "Data Partner") to deliver 9-1-1 requests for assistance with supplemental data to public safety answering points ("911 Centers").

2 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Service connects Data Partners to the geographically appropriate 911 Center for each request for emergency assistance initiated by a Data Partner or its subscriber, and relays the supplemental data made available by Data Partner. The request for emergency assistance ("Emergency Request") may be a text or voice call. The Service will deliver an Emergency Request to the 911 Center along with access to the supplemental data provided by the Data Partner.

3 WORK FLOW

3.1 INTEROPERABILITY

The Data Partner will integrate to Intrado’s IoT Gateway RESTful API. Intrado will provide a lab environment to support integration and testing activities. The Intrado IoT Gateway API will evolve over time which may require the Data Partner to make updates or changes to its integration.

Data Partner must provide at least the following minimum data components with each Emergency Request:

- Event location (x/y always, and z (vertical) axis when available);
- Call back number for the Emergency Request initiator; and
- A simple description of the emergency event.

3.2 USER EXPERIENCE

The Data Partner must include some degree of user or human validation prior to initiating Emergency Request.

The Service will default to sending the Emergency Request to the 911 Center as a data message. If the 911 Center is not yet data or text capable, the Service will send the Emergency Request as a voice call.

For text/data-based Emergency Requests, the event description and supplemental data provided by the Data Partner (profile, sensor data, etc.) will be provided to the 911 Center with the text/data message.

The text/data message will also include an event-specific short web link, directing the 911 Center agent to a web browser session for real-time updates about the event. The event information can also be provided by the 911 Center agent on to first responders such as police/fire/ambulance.

The Service supports two-way message sessions between the 911 Center agent and the Emergency Request initiator.
Some 911 Centers do not yet support receiving or responding to text/data messages. In those cases, or when the Data Partner prefers voice as the communication method, the Service will provide a dialable 10-digit transfer number to the Data Partner’s system. The 10-digit transfer number will connect the Emergency Request initiator by voice call to the appropriate 911 Center based on the location of the emergency event. When the 911 Center answers the voice call, an event-specific short web link will be included in the standard location record associated with the call, which is used by all 911 Centers. Once the short web link is accessed by the 911 Agent, the supplemental data user experience is equivalent to a text/data Emergency Request.

The ability for the Service to manage both text/data and voice RFAs with a single request from the Data Partner’s system is targeted for availability mid-2021. Until then, Data Partner must initiate a request for each desired type of Emergency Request, as follows: 1) the first request must initiate a data message to a 911 Center, and, should that not be available, 2) the second request must be to retrieve the 10-digit transfer number to initiate a voice call.

3.3 Supplemental Data

Intrado will collaborate with the Data Partner to identify what supplemental information will be presented to the 911 Center. The screen shot below is an example of supplemental information provided with a Telematics request for assistance.
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4 Deployment Milestones

- Intrado Onboarding process begins:
  - Intrado sends technical “welcome package”
  - Data Partner begins development to Intrado API.
  - Data Partner uses Intrado-provided simulator for independent testing.
  - Lab/Sandbox testing is scheduled with Intrado.
  - Implementation plan is developed.
- Data Partner goes live with the Service.
SUPPORT

Intrado and the Data Partner will exchange key contacts for technical, operational, and managerial personnel assigned to Services deployment and ongoing support. In addition, Intrado will provide an emergency support 24x7x365 contact number. Each party will update and exchange these lists on a regular basis.

| Intrado Technical Support Center | • Customer support and troubleshooting  
|                                 | • 24/7/365 Emergency number  
|                                 | • Email and Web support  
| Intrado Network Operation Center | • 24/7/365 Network monitoring  